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Urgent Field Safety Notice 

15 December, 2021 

INTELEPACS 
Intelerad Internal Reference: REG-1351 

 

To:  Chief Executive Officer - Head of Radiology 

 

Following internal investigation, Intelerad is hereby notifying you of a potential issue that could occur on 

your IntelePACS software. 

 

Intelerad has validated that your IntelePACS software could potentially be affected by this issue. As a result, 

Intelerad hereby provides you with the following additional information and recommendations: 

 

Potentially Affected Products: 

Two modules of IntelePACS might be affected: 

● Enhanced Viewer software (part of IntelePACS software), from version 1.17.4 to version 1.19.19 may 

provide incorrect length measurements when loading specific datasets in Advanced Visualisation.  

● InteleViewer software (part of IntelePACS software), from version 4-3-1 R1 to version 5-4-1 may 

provide incorrect length, area and volume measurements when loading specific datasets in 

Advanced Visualisation. 

 

Description of the potential issues: 

1- When using advanced visualisation to reconstruct MR, CT and PET images that contain non-square pixels, 

the reconstructed image is incorrect. Non-square pixels occur when the row and column pixel spacing values 

are different. Measurements made on this image are also consequently erroneous. This issue does not affect 

measurements made on regular 2D views. 

 

2- When using advanced visualisation in the Enhanced Viewer to reconstruct MR and CT images that have 

non-orthogonal volume axes (e.g. gantry tilt), linear measurements will be incorrect due to the use of an 

incorrect formula. This only occurs for measurements made on a re-oriented view (e.g. MPR). InteleViewer 

can be affected when using the EV advanced visualisation view embedded inside InteleViewer (InteleViewer 

versions 5.4.1.R1 and later). 



 
 

 

Hazard Involved: 

When the specific circumstances described above occur, there is a possibility of displaying distorted images 

along with erroneous measurements. The distortion and measurement difference could affect decisions 

regarding patient care. For issue 1, the maximum measurement error is proportional to the ratio of row and 

column pixel spacings.  

 

No patient harm has been reported at this time. This is merely a precautionary report. 

 

What you can do until the change is made: 

For datasets with non-square pixels, perform measurements using the 2D slice views within InteleViewer or 

Enhanced Viewer. If uncertain about whether a dataset has non-square pixels, open the DICOM header in 

InteleViewer and look for element (0028,0030) PixelSpacing. 

 

Corrections to IntelePACS: 

Intelerad will provide a software update to all clients using the IntelePACS modules affected by this issue. 

 

Corrective Action Calendar: 

For all clients using the above-mentioned affected modules, the software update will be deployed within a 

timeframe to be agreed upon with clients.  

 

Action required from Client: 

1. Advise all Enhanced Viewer and/or InteleViewer users of the system of the potential issue. 

2. Complete the attached Client Response Form and send it by email to regulatory@intelerad.com 

3. For Enhanced Viewer, confirm you received the corrected version (in the About box, verify that your 

version is equal to or above 4.16.1.EV.1.19.20).  

4. For InteleViewer, approve the upgrade request in the Service Portal that you will receive shortly. 

NOTE: The upgrade will not impact your workflow.  

 

Transmission of this Product Correction Notice: 

This notice needs to be passed on to all those who need to be aware within your organization. Please 

maintain awareness of this notice until your Enhanced Viewer and/or InteleViewer software update is 

completed. 

 

mailto:regulatory@intelerad.com


 
 

Additional Information: 

We have notified all concerned regulatory authorities of this issue. In accordance with national regulations, 

we must keep track of clients’ responses. Consequently,  you need to complete and return the attached 

Client Response Form. 

 

If you are an administrator for multiple sites, please contact your Client Success Manager and we will assist 

you in pinpointing the location(s) affected. 

 

Intelerad sincerely regrets any inconvenience that could have been caused to your organization in relation 

to the above-mentioned issue.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Chris Pearce 

Senior Director, Regulatory Affairs 

Intelerad Medical Systems Incorporated 

  



 
 

Urgent Field Safety Notice 

15 December 2021 
CLIENT RESPONSE FORM 
Intelerad Reference: REG-1351 

Please complete and return this form by fax or email as soon as possible. 

 

CLIENT CODE (if known)  

 

SITE NAME 

 

 

 

POSTAL ADDRESS 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

TELEPHONE # 

 

 

 

 

◻ 

 

I hereby acknowledge that all required personnel have been notified of the issue 

and authorize Intelerad to update our Enhanced Viewer and/or InteleViewer 

software to correct the issue described above. 

 

NAME  TITLE  

    

SIGNATURE  DATE  
 

 

PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED FORM BY EMAIL TO 

regulatory@intelerad.com 

Intelerad Medical Systems 
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